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Objectives

• Iowa EBD experience
‒ Educational program

• EBD: Novice to expert performance
‒ Competency assessment
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Iowa’s EBD experience
Educational program



Iowa EBD curricular objectives
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Approach to curricular design

• Identify primary student outcome

• Identify curricular educational content necessary to support 
achievement of desired outcome

• Identify educational activities for students to practice and/or 
model outcome

• Development of assessment principles and establish protocols 
and tools

• Document student mastery and/or integration of curricular 
content
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Approach to curricular design

Primary Student outcome 
Graduate: Entry level competence to integrate science, experience and patient 
preferences in comprehensive care

Structure – Flow Chart
‒ Type of Learning

• Knowledge

• Behavior

‒ Educational Content
• Evidence Based Dentistry

• Professionalism

• Lifelong Learning 
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Novice EBD 

Graduate

Lifelong Learning
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Iowa EBD: layering type of learning and educational content  

Type of Learning EBD Educational Content

Knowledge (facts, concepts)
Ask: PICO question 

Study designs

5-Step Process

Specialty concepts

Behavior (actions)
Application Acquire

Critical appraisal

5 step process: artificial situation

Practice Acquire

Critical appraisal

5 step process: applied to patient situation

Clinic experiences

Assimilation Treatment planning

Technology decisions

Clinic experiences



Educational strategies - Historical

• Problem-based learning
‒ Active learning

• Independent (online) learning
‒ Active learning

• Lecture 

• Small/Medium size group learning
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Course activities - Historical

• Problem-based learning used to teach reading the literature, 
critical thinking, & application to patient care (mid ‘90s)

‒ D1 year

• Layered D2, D3, & D4 years (~2012)
‒ Online D2 year long EBD content

‒ Online D3 yearlong EBD content
― Applied Clerkship EBD content

‒ D4 Integrated EBD with treatment planning
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Educational strategies - Current

• Lecture 

• Small/Medium size group activities

• Active Learning
‒ Learn by doing

‒ Practice each step

• Individually

• With peers

• Self- and peer-evaluations
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Current activities - Current

• D1: Epidemiology coursework
‒ Critiquing the science

• Study designs

• Methodology

• Statistical analyses

‒ Lecture & Group activities

• D2: EBD applied to treatment planning coursework
‒ 5-step process

‒ Appraisal process

‒ Resources
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Current activities - Current

• D3: 5-Step process applied to live patient situation (Discipline 
clerkships)

‒ Integrated into patient case presentations

‒ Multiple clerkships

• D4: EBD integrated into patient care (Comprehensive care clinic)
‒ Foundation of treatment planning
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Approach to assessment

• Assessment objective
‒ Document mastery of desired outcomes

• Assessment design
‒ Parallels curriculum

‒ Learning guides

• Curriculum
‒ Communicate desired outcomes

‒ Impart behaviors to achieve desired outcomes

• Assessment protocols
‒ Measure student performance
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Student outcomes

Assessment

Curriculum



Example: Student outcomes

• EBD Knowledge
‒ Design identification

• Low stakes: ‘completion’

• EBD Behavior
‒ 5 Step process application

• High stakes: ‘points’

• Effort vs. accuracy

― Component identification

― Commentary on component
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Example: Design review assignment

• Learning guide
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EVIDENCE BASED DENTISTRY SERIES 

A. Module 1 – Elements of EBD #2 

a. Design review  

i. Objective: to review designs, including their advantages and 

disadvantages  

ii. Center for Evidence Based Medicine (CEBM) 

http://www.cebm.net/study-designs/  

iii. Activity – record your responses to the following and submit on 

ICON:  

1. Select a research manuscript, either new or previously read. 

a. Identify the manuscript. 

2. Identify the research design for this manuscript. 

a. What is the design? 

b. How did you arrive at your answer? 

c. Outline the advantages and limitations of this design. 

3. Identify 2 other designs that could have been used to 

address the research question.  

a. List the two designs. 

b. Outline the advantages and limitations of the 

proposed designs.  

 



Example: Design review assessment protocol
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EVIDENCE BASED DENTISTRY SERIES 

A. Module 1 – Elements of EBD #2 

a. Design review  

i. Objective: to review designs, including their advantages and 

disadvantages  

ii. Center for Evidence Based Medicine (CEBM) 

http://www.cebm.net/study-designs/  

iii. Activity – record your responses to the following and submit on 

ICON:  

1. Select a research manuscript, either new or previously read. 

a. Identify the manuscript. 

2. Identify the research design for this manuscript. 

a. What is the design? 

b. How did you arrive at your answer? 
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address the research question.  

a. List the two designs. 
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Assessment
• Confirm site read 

• Activity completed



Example: Design review evaluation
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2.

a.  The design is a single-blinded, 
control clinical trial.

b.  I used the design tree to come to my conclusion.  Firstly, the manuscript 
quantified the relationship between using a manual vs. an electric toothbrush, 
classifying it an analytic study.  Secondly, subjects were randomly assigned to either the 
Sonicare Elite toothbrush or the manual toothbrush (MTB), making it a random 
controlled trial (RCT).

c.  The advantages of this study being an RCT include unbiased distribution of 
cofounders, blinding being more likely, and randomization facilitating statistical 
analysis.  Some limitations include that these studies tend to be expensive and time 
consuming, volunteers and participants can present with biases, and they sometimes 
can raise ethical dilemmas.  

3.  a.  Two other designs that could have been used to address this research question 
include a cross-sectional design or crossover design.  



Example: Design review evaluation
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2.
a.  The design is a single-blinded, control clinical trial.

b.  I used the design tree to come to my 
conclusion.  Firstly, the manuscript quantified the relationship between using a 

manual vs. an electric toothbrush, classifying it an analytic study.  Secondly, subjects were 
randomly assigned to either the Sonicare Elite toothbrush or the manual toothbrush (MTB), 
making it a random controlled trial (RCT).

c.  The advantages of this study being an RCT include unbiased distribution of 
cofounders, blinding being more likely, and randomization facilitating statistical analysis.  Some 
limitations include that these studies tend to be expensive and time consuming, volunteers and 
participants can present with biases, and they sometimes can raise ethical dilemmas.  

3.  a.  Two other designs that could have been used to address this research question include a 
cross-sectional design or crossover design.  



Example: Design review evaluation
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a.  The design is a single-blinded, control clinical trial.
b.  I used the design tree to come to my conclusion.  Firstly, the manuscript quantified the 

relationship between using a manual vs. an electric toothbrush, classifying it an analytic study.  Secondly, 
subjects were randomly assigned to either the Sonicare Elite toothbrush or the manual toothbrush (MTB), 
making it a random controlled trial (RCT).

c.  The advantages of this study being an RCT include 

unbiased distribution of cofounders, blinding being more 
likely, and randomization facilitating statistical analysis.  
Some limitations include that these studies tend to be 
expensive and time consuming, volunteers and participants 
can present with biases, and they sometimes can raise 
ethical dilemmas.  



Clerkship EBD Case Presentations

• Team-based presentations

• Patient-based presentations
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Team-based presentation: Day 1
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• 1 case presented by faculty 

• Develop 1 PICO per group 
• 4 different PICOs

• Identify best resources to address PICO
• 1 resource per team member
• Consider quality, strength of evidence



Team-based presentation: Day 1
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Team-based presentation: Day 2

• Group presentations (20 minutes)

‒ Title slide

‒ Ask: PICO

‒ Acquire: 1/student

‒ Appraise: 1/student

‒ Apply: group consensus 
• Group Application 

• Group Treatment

• Group Reflection

• Group Summary
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Didactic Example: Individual Written Assignment



Didactic Example: Individual Written Assignment



Didactic Example: Individual Written Assignment



Iowa: summary

• EBD objective

• Approach to curricular design
‒ Content

‒ Activities

• Approach to assessment

• Examples
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EBD: Novice to Expert Performance
Competency assessment



EBD competency

• Requires
– Knowledge 

– Ability to use knowledge

• ‘lifelong practice – mastery of skills is a process – and not an event 
with a final endpoint’

• Consistent with multiple levels of skill acquisition

• Theme: 
– EBD outcome?

– Skills required?

– Application assessment?



Process to define EBD competency

• Bloom’s taxonomy of knowledge and cognitive domains

• Each step of 5-step process
–Bloom’s knowledge dimension

–Bloom’s cognitive process dimension

–Our educational objectives



Bloom’s 

Knowledge Dimension

Bloom’s Cognitive 

Process Dimension

Educational Objectives 

Step 1: Ask

Factual: PICO question format

Conceptual: Relationship between 

population, probable treatment 

options/exposure and outcome

Understand: Interpreting, 

classifying, inferring, comparing

a. Construct question from patient/situation information and 

knowledge limitations that addresses problem

b. Articulate PICO components 

Step 2: Acquire

Procedural:  Where and how to search for 

appropriate resources

Meta-cognitive: Selection of resource 

targeting knowledge deficit within clinical 

context

Apply: Executing

Analyze: Differentiating

a. Search scientific literature 

b. Identify primary and/or appropriate secondary resource

c. Select resource whose objective/hypothesis matches PICO 

Step 3: Appraise

Factual: Deconstruct research article, critical 

summary or practice guideline

Procedural:  Critique research article, critical 

summary, or practice guideline

Analyze: Differentiating, attributing 

Evaluate: 

Critiquing

a. Identify factual information (knowledge)

b. Critique manuscript content with respect to scientific principles

c. Critique manuscript content with respect to clinical situation

d. Differentiate between clinical and statistical relevance in 

context of clinical situation

Step 4: Apply

Meta-cognitive:  Integration of found 

knowledge with patient preferences and 

self-experience within environmental 

context

Create: Generating, planning, 

producing

a. Relate the evidence and assumptions to clinical situation 

(PICO)

b. Identify relevance (i.e., consideration of quality and results) of 

scientific findings to clinical concern

c. Balance patient preferences with relevant science 

d. Acknowledge clinician experience in context of relevant 

science

e. Propose treatment plan integrating science, patient 

preferences and clinician experiences

Step 5: 

Post-Assess

Meta-cognitive:  Linking of treatment 

outcome with patient expectations and self-

awareness

Analyze: Differentiating 

Evaluate: Checking, critiquing 

a. Evaluate current outcome stage (i.e., ongoing process); frame 

of reference is initial objective/need

b. Acknowledge past and current confounders/modifiers

c. Consider both patient’s and clinician’s perspectives 
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Bloom’s 

Knowledge 

Dimension

Bloom’s 
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Process 
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Educational Objectives 
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and how to search for 
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Selection of resource 

targeting knowledge 
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a. Search scientific literature 

b. Identify primary and/or 

appropriate secondary 

resources

c. Select resource whose 

objective/hypothesis matches 

PICO 



Process to identify skill acquisition

• Dreyfus model of skill acquisition
– Includes novice to expert skill levels

– Identify behavioral expectations
• Matching evaluation criteria

• Applied to each step of 5 step process
–Competent skill level

• Expectation for graduating dentist



Step 1: Ask

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

D
re

yf
u

s
 M

o
d

e
l 

o
f 

S
k

il
l 

A
c

q
u

is
it

io
n

* Expert Articulates sound PICO pieces 

targeting relevant clinical problem 

and knowledge limitation

1. Each expected PICO piece is readily identifiable, focused 

and/or a searchable term and

2. The PICO targets the clinical problem and/or knowledge 

limitation

Proficient Articulates sound PICO pieces 

related to clinical problem

1. Each expected PICO piece is readily identifiable, focused 

and/or a searchable term and

2. The PICO is related to the problem

Competent Proposes clear PICO pieces related 

to clinical situation and/or problem

1. Each expected PICO piece is readily identifiable and

2. PICO pieces are logical for the clinical situation or

3. PICO pieces are related to the problem or knowledge deficit 

Advanced 

Beginner 

Proposes clear PICO pieces related 

to clinical situation; does not 

address problem

1. Each expected PICO piece is readily identifiable and

2. PICO pieces are logical for the clinical situation and

3. PICO pieces do not address the problem or knowledge 

deficit

Novice Suggests unclear PICO 

pieces that are not related to 

clinical situation; does not 

address problem 

1. Missing expected or vague PICO pieces or

2. PICO pieces are not relevant to patient situation 
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3. PICO pieces are related to the problem 
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Step 1: Ask

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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* Competent Proposes clear PICO 

pieces related to 

clinical situation and/or 

problem

1. Each expected PICO piece is readily 

identifiable and

2. PICO pieces are logical for the clinical 

situation or

3. PICO pieces are related to the problem 

or knowledge deficit 

PICO: In children with 
primary teeth, does 
frequency of soda-pop 
intake increase caries 
compared to frequency of 
100% juice intake? 

Competent
1. Matches PICO pieces, logical for clinical situation 
and addresses problem.
2. Meets ‘competent’ criteria
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Step 2: Acquire

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

D
re

y
fu

s
 M

o
d

e
l 

o
f 

S
k

il
l 

A
c

q
u

is
it

io
n

*

Expert Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

is best available match for PICO; design appropriate for type of 

question; design is highest available evidence for PICO 

1) Study objective targets PICO and

2) Design is the highest level of design for question and

3) Design is highest level available for PICO and

4) Study execution appears solid

Proficient Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

matches PICO; design is acceptable for question; moderate level 

evidence for PICO 

1) Study objective matches PICO and

2) Design is a higher level of design for question and

3) Design is appropriate for PICO and

4) Study execution is without major limitations

Competent Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

matches PICO; design is weak for type of question or lower level 

evidence for PICO

1) Study objective matches PICO pieces and

2) Design is a lower level design for research question 

(assuming that a higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is weak for the PICO and

4) Study execution appears adequate

Advanced 

Beginner 

Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

is relevant, but does not match PICO; design is weak for type of 

question; lower level evidence for PICO

1) Study objective relates to clinical situation, but is not a good 

match for PICO (assuming that a good match should exist) or

2) Design is a lower level design for research question 

(assuming that higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is a lower level of evidence for PICO or

4) Study execution has limitations, but acceptable

Novice Selects manuscript/secondary source whose objective is not 

relevant to PICO or clinical situation - something interesting that 

they found

1) Study objective is not relevant to PICO; a completely different 

question or

2) Study objective is not relevant for the clinical situation or

3) Study execution appears to have fatal flaws
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Step 2: Acquire

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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matches PICO; design is acceptable for question; moderate level 

evidence for PICO 

1) Study objective matches PICO and

2) Design is a higher level of design for question and

3) Design is appropriate for PICO and

4) Study execution is without major limitations

Competent Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

matches PICO; design is weak for type of question or lower level 

evidence for PICO

1) Study objective matches PICO pieces and

2) Design is a lower level design for research question 

(assuming that a higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is weak for the PICO and

4) Study execution appears adequate

Advanced 

Beginner 

Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

is relevant, but does not match PICO; design is weak for type of 

question; lower level evidence for PICO

1) Study objective relates to clinical situation, but is not a good 

match for PICO (assuming that a good match should exist) or

2) Design is a lower level design for research question 

(assuming that higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is a lower level of evidence for PICO or

4) Study execution has limitations, but acceptable

Novice Selects manuscript/secondary source whose objective is not 

relevant to PICO or clinical situation - something interesting that 

they found

1) Study objective is not relevant to PICO; a completely different 

question or

2) Study objective is not relevant for the clinical situation or

3) Study execution appears to have fatal flaws

Step 2: Acquire

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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q
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n

* Competent Selects research 

manuscript/secondary 

resource whose 

objective matches 

PICO; design is weak 

for type of question or 

lower level evidence for 

PICO

1) Study objective matches PICO pieces 

and

2) Design is a lower level design for 

research question (assuming that a 

higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is weak for the PICO and

4) Study execution appears adequate
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Step 2: Acquire
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2) Design is a higher level of design for question and

3) Design is appropriate for PICO and

4) Study execution is without major limitations

Competent Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

matches PICO; design is weak for type of question or lower level 

evidence for PICO

1) Study objective matches PICO pieces and

2) Design is a lower level design for research question 

(assuming that a higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is weak for the PICO and

4) Study execution appears adequate

Advanced 

Beginner 

Selects research manuscript/secondary resource whose objective 

is relevant, but does not match PICO; design is weak for type of 

question; lower level evidence for PICO

1) Study objective relates to clinical situation, but is not a good 

match for PICO (assuming that a good match should exist) or

2) Design is a lower level design for research question 

(assuming that higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is a lower level of evidence for PICO or

4) Study execution has limitations, but acceptable

Novice Selects manuscript/secondary source whose objective is not 

relevant to PICO or clinical situation - something interesting that 

they found
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2) Study objective is not relevant for the clinical situation or
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Step 2: Acquire

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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q
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n
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manuscript/secondary 
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PICO; design is weak 
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lower level evidence for 

PICO

1) Study objective matches PICO pieces 

and

2) Design is a lower level design for 

research question (assuming that a 

higher design is feasible) or

3) Design is weak for the PICO and

4) Study execution appears adequate

Source: 100% fruit juice 
and dental health: a 
systematic review of the 
literature. Front Public 
Health. V.7;2019. 

Novice
1. Missing Soda-pop – does not match PICO
2. Objective isn’t relevant for clinical situation
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Step 3: Appraise
Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

D
re

yf
u

s
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d
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o
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A
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q
u
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n

*

Expert Extracts relevant details from resource; 

identifies clinical relevance; places in 

context with scientific 

principles/patient/clinical situation

1) Extracted details are relevant to clinical situation/PICO and

2) Clinical relevance of study is mentioned and

3) Commentary (>80%) communicates thinking; places study in 

context of scientific principles OR clinical situation

Proficient Extracts relevant details from resource; 

integrates details in context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinical situation

1) Extracted details are relevant to clinical situation/PICO and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates thinking; integrates study 

details with quality/appropriateness of techniques with respect 

to scientific principles OR patient presentation OR clinical 

situation

Competent Extracts specific details from resource; 

elementary integration of details in 

context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinic situation

1) Details are defined, specific with few yes/no responses and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates thinking; provides 

elementary commentary on study quality/appropriateness of 

techniques with respect to scientific principles OR patient 

presentation OR clinical situation

Advanced  

Beginner 

Extracts specific details from resource 

with general unclear commentary

1) Details are defined; specific to resource; few yes/no responses 

or

2) Commentary is present; primarily (>50%) factual, with few 

supporting details
Novice Extracts nonspecific details from 

resource with minimal commentary

1) Details are vague and/or yes/no type of responses – perhaps not 

specific to resource or

2) Little if any commentary; if present, primarily (>80%) factual with 

minimal thinking communicated
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Step 3: Appraise
Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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Expert Extracts relevant details from resource; 

identifies clinical relevance; places in 

context with scientific 

principles/patient/clinical situation

1) Extracted details are relevant to clinical situation/PICO and

2) Clinical relevance of study is mentioned and

3) Commentary (>80%) communicates thinking; places study in 

context of scientific principles OR clinical situation

Proficient Extracts relevant details from resource; 

integrates details in context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinical situation

1) Extracted details are relevant to clinical situation/PICO and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates thinking; integrates study 

details with quality/appropriateness of techniques with respect 

to scientific principles OR patient presentation OR clinical 

situation

Competent Extracts specific details from resource; 

elementary integration of details in 

context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinic situation

1) Details are defined, specific with few yes/no responses and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates thinking; provides 

elementary commentary on study quality/appropriateness of 

techniques with respect to scientific principles OR patient 

presentation OR clinical situation

Advanced  

Beginner 

Extracts specific details from resource 

with general unclear commentary

1) Details are defined; specific to resource; few yes/no responses 

or

2) Commentary is present; primarily (>50%) factual, with few 

supporting details
Novice Extracts nonspecific details from 

resource with minimal commentary

1) Details are vague and/or yes/no type of responses – perhaps not 

specific to resource or

2) Little if any commentary; if present, primarily (>80%) factual with 

minimal thinking communicated

Step 3: Appraise
Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

Competent Extracts specific details 

from resource; elementary 

integration of details in 

context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinic 

situation

1) Details are defined, specific with few 

yes/no responses and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates 

thinking; provides elementary commentary 

on study quality/appropriateness of 

techniques with respect to scientific 

principles OR patient presentation OR 

clinical situation
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Step 3: Appraise
Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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*

Expert Extracts relevant details from resource; 

identifies clinical relevance; places in 

context with scientific 

principles/patient/clinical situation

1) Extracted details are relevant to clinical situation/PICO and

2) Clinical relevance of study is mentioned and

3) Commentary (>80%) communicates thinking; places study in 

context of scientific principles OR clinical situation

Proficient Extracts relevant details from resource; 

integrates details in context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinical situation

1) Extracted details are relevant to clinical situation/PICO and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates thinking; integrates study 

details with quality/appropriateness of techniques with respect 

to scientific principles OR patient presentation OR clinical 

situation

Competent Extracts specific details from resource; 

elementary integration of details in 

context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinic situation

1) Details are defined, specific with few yes/no responses and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates thinking; provides 

elementary commentary on study quality/appropriateness of 

techniques with respect to scientific principles OR patient 

presentation OR clinical situation

Advanced  

Beginner 

Extracts specific details from resource 

with general unclear commentary

1) Details are defined; specific to resource; few yes/no responses 

or

2) Commentary is present; primarily (>50%) factual, with few 

supporting details
Novice Extracts nonspecific details from 

resource with minimal commentary

1) Details are vague and/or yes/no type of responses – perhaps not 

specific to resource or

2) Little if any commentary; if present, primarily (>80%) factual with 

minimal thinking communicated

Step 3: Appraise
Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

Competent Extracts specific details 

from resource; elementary 

integration of details in 

context of scientific 

principles/patient/clinic 

situation

1) Details are defined, specific with few 

yes/no responses and

2) Commentary (>60%) communicates 

thinking; provides elementary commentary 

on study quality/appropriateness of 

techniques with respect to scientific 

principles OR patient presentation OR 

clinical situation

1: What is the research 

question/hypothesis? 

a) To compare the effectiveness of 

phosphoric acid pumice to conventional 

hydrochloric acid pumice compound in 

treating different severities of dental 

fluorosis with microabrasion technique.

b) Does research question address my 

PICO? It addesses half of my PICO 

question, as it gives me information 

specifically on effectiveness of 

microabrasion.  I can compare this 

information to our group’s information on 

bleaching in order to address my entire 

PICO question. 

Proficient: 
1. Detalis are relevant to the clinical situation and the 

PICO.
2. Commentary communicated thinking; addressed 

the clinical situation, but not scientific principles. 
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Step 4: Apply

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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Expert Integrates relevant evidence with patient 

preferences/characteristics and clinical 

experience in the context of the environment to 

identify an appropriate treatment plan –

suggestive of weighing pros/cons of various 

treatments

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences in the 

context of the environment for proposed logical 

treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments with 

justification for selected treatment
Proficient Integrates relevant evidence with consideration of 

patient preferences and clinical experiences to 

develop appropriate treatment plan; 

acknowledgment of other treatment consideration

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences for proposed 

treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments
Competent Proposes appropriate treatment consistent with 

evidence and consideration of patient preferences 

or clinician experience

1) Integration of evidence in treatment plan and

2) Considers patient preference or

3) Considers clinician experience
Advanced 

Beginner 

Considers/proposes appropriate treatment 

consistent with evidence without consideration of 

patient preference or clinical experience

1) Links science to patient care and

2) Does not consider patient preference or 

3) Does not consider clinician experience

Novice Considers/proposes treatment that is inconsistent 

with evidence; mirrors evidence without 

consideration of patient preferences or clinical 

experience; or is illogical

1) Does not link science to patient care or

2) Proposes treatment at odds with science 

(dependent upon quality of science) or

3) Does not mention patient preferences or

4) Does not consider clinical experience or

5) Suggests dubious or illogical treatment 
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Step 4: Apply

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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Expert Integrates relevant evidence with patient 

preferences/characteristics and clinical 

experience in the context of the environment to 

identify an appropriate treatment plan –

suggestive of weighing pros/cons of various 

treatments

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences in the 

context of the environment for proposed 

logical treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments with 

justification for selected treatment
Proficient Integrates relevant evidence with consideration 

of patient preferences and clinical experiences 

to develop appropriate treatment plan; 

acknowledgment of other treatment 

consideration

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences for 

proposed treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments

Competent Proposes appropriate treatment consistent 

with evidence and consideration of patient 

preferences or clinician experience

1) Integration of evidence in treatment plan and

2) Considers patient preference or

3) Considers clinician experience
Advanced Beginner Considers/proposes appropriate treatment 

consistent with evidence without consideration 

of patient preference or clinical experience

1) Links science to patient care and

2) Does not consider patient preference or 

3) Does not consider clinician experience

Novice Considers/proposes treatment that is 

inconsistent with evidence; mirrors evidence 

without consideration of patient preferences or 

clinical experience; or is illogical

1) Does not link science to patient care or

2) Proposes treatment at odds with science 

(dependent upon quality of science) or

3) Does not mention patient preferences or

4) Does not consider clinical experience or

Step 4: Apply

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

Competent Proposes appropriate 

treatment consistent with 

evidence and consideration of 

patient preferences or clinician 

experience

1) Integration of evidence in 

treatment plan and

2) Considers patient preference 

or

3) Considers clinician experience
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Step 4: Apply

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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Expert Integrates relevant evidence with patient 

preferences/characteristics and clinical 

experience in the context of the environment to 

identify an appropriate treatment plan –

suggestive of weighing pros/cons of various 

treatments

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences in the 

context of the environment for proposed 

logical treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments with 

justification for selected treatment
Proficient Integrates relevant evidence with consideration 

of patient preferences and clinical experiences 

to develop appropriate treatment plan; 

acknowledgment of other treatment 

consideration

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences for 

proposed treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments

Competent Proposes appropriate treatment consistent 

with evidence and consideration of patient 

preferences or clinician experience

1) Integration of evidence in treatment plan and

2) Considers patient preference or

3) Considers clinician experience
Advanced Beginner Considers/proposes appropriate treatment 

consistent with evidence without consideration 

of patient preference or clinical experience

1) Links science to patient care and

2) Does not consider patient preference or 

3) Does not consider clinician experience

Novice Considers/proposes treatment that is 

inconsistent with evidence; mirrors evidence 

without consideration of patient preferences or 

clinical experience; or is illogical

1) Does not link science to patient care or

2) Proposes treatment at odds with science 

(dependent upon quality of science) or

3) Does not mention patient preferences or

4) Does not consider clinical experience or

5) Suggests dubious or illogical treatment 

Step 4: Apply

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

Competent Proposes appropriate 

treatment consistent with 

evidence and consideration of 

patient preferences or clinician 

experience

1) Integration of evidence in 

treatment plan and

2) Considers patient preference 

or

3) Considers clinician experience

Example #1: This is a VERY exciting subject as 

most millennials’ practices will have a large 

amount of baby boomers to treat. Placing 

implants will play a huge part of my future 

practice as this procedure will continue to decline 

in price and incline in availability and technology. 

I will need to know the risks and rewards for 

every procedure, especially one as invasive as 

this. I am very excited to apply this knowledge in 

to my practice. 

Novice

1) Science is mentioned with respect to clinical practice – not a 

specific patient (characteristic of student maturity)

2) Patient preferences not mentioned

3) Clinician preferences not mentioned. 
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Step 4: Apply

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria
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Expert Integrates relevant evidence with patient 

preferences/characteristics and clinical 

experience in the context of the environment to 

identify an appropriate treatment plan –

suggestive of weighing pros/cons of various 

treatments

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences in the 

context of the environment for proposed 

logical treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments with 

justification for selected treatment
Proficient Integrates relevant evidence with consideration 

of patient preferences and clinical experiences 

to develop appropriate treatment plan; 

acknowledgment of other treatment 

consideration

1) Evidence of synthesis of science, patient 

preferences and clinical experiences for 

proposed treatment and

2) Acknowledges alternative treatments

Competent Proposes appropriate treatment consistent 

with evidence and consideration of patient 

preferences or clinician experience

1) Integration of evidence in treatment plan and

2) Considers patient preference or

3) Considers clinician experience
Advanced Beginner Considers/proposes appropriate treatment 

consistent with evidence without consideration 

of patient preference or clinical experience

1) Links science to patient care and

2) Does not consider patient preference or 

3) Does not consider clinician experience

Novice Considers/proposes treatment that is 

inconsistent with evidence; mirrors evidence 

without consideration of patient preferences or 

clinical experience; or is illogical

1) Does not link science to patient care or

2) Proposes treatment at odds with science 

(dependent upon quality of science) or

3) Does not mention patient preferences or

4) Does not consider clinical experience or

5) Suggests dubious or illogical treatment 

Step 4: Apply

Behavior Expectation Outcome Evaluation Criteria

Competent Proposes appropriate 

treatment consistent with 

evidence and consideration of 

patient preferences or clinician 

experience

1) Integration of evidence in 

treatment plan and

2) Considers patient preference 

or

3) Considers clinician experience

Example #2: Patient asked if chewing gum could 

prevent cavities. I would tell my patient that it would 

be beneficial to chew sugar-free (sorbitol or xylitol) 

gum to prevent cavities especially chewing gums 

containing xylitol. I would tell him the amount of 

protection is also based on their cavity risk and that 

someone with a higher cavity risk may be benefitted 

more than someone with a lower risk. I would also 

remind them that chewing gum is not going to 

replace regular hygiene habits, and that brushing and 

flossing regularly is the most effective way to prevent 

cavities.  Educating patients is important and 

something students can do.

Proficient

1. Science is integrated with patient concern and clinician behavior. 
2. Proposed advice is logical
3. Different gums and preventive behaviors identified



Summary

• Defined competency

• Created competency definition based on
‒ Bloomberg’s taxonomy of knowledge and cognitive domains

‒ Dreyfus’s model of skill acquisition

• Applied competency criteria to Ask, Acquire, Appraise, & Apply 
steps of EBD process
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